Several different control options
•

QMotion shades offer the convenience of moving
the shade up or down, stopping at any of the top,
the bottom, three intermediate stops, or anywhere
in between; all with the ease of a button press.

•

Lose your remote? No problem! QMotion shades
can be moved up or down manually with no
remote control. Simply give the shade a gentle pull.

•

Interested in reducing your energy bills? The
programmable timer remote can be set up to
automatically move your QMotion shades.
Automate your shades by time of day, day of
week, sunrise, or sunset.

•

Want to control many shades with just one
remote? QMotion multi-channel remote controls
6 groups of shades, and a “control all,” with one
remote control. Each channel can have an
unlimited number of shades programmed to it.

•

Looking to have your shades connect to your
home automation systems? Qconnect makes it
possible for your home automation system to
control your shades. With Qconnect’s cutting
edge technology, it supports communications
with most building and home control systems .

•
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Desire to use your smartphone as your master
control? Wireless Qsync technology and our
QMotion iOS/Android Apps make raising and
lowering your shades easier than sending a text.
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The new way
to shade

Unmatched quietness

• Through the use of four high-precision steel ball
bearings, QMotion shades dramatically reduces
the friction that exists when shades move. Less
resistance means effortless motion, resulting in
a level of quietness never before available in a
motorized, wireless shade.

Distinctive designs

Innovation never
looked so beautiful
Imagine a motorized shade that quietly rises and
lowers on cue. Imagine the simplicity of no wires,
and the beauty and safety of no cords. Imagine
a sleek and stylish design with the batteries and
motor located directly inside the shade tube.
Imagine the flexibility of programming shades
to move in groups at intervals of your choosing.
Think it sounds like wishful
thinking? Think again.

• Generous fabric collection of light filtering,
decorative and beautiful blackout materials.
• Industry leading minimized side gaps on the
sides of the shade, cover all but 1/2 of an inch
on either side of the fabric.

Unparalleled simplicity

• Shade is powered by an internal pack of standard
D-cell batteries, needing:
-No cords		
-No electrician
-No wires 		
-No special tools
• Batteries last on average three to five years
or more, dramatically reducing cost and adding
convenience.

The look you want

• QMotion shades offer several choices of fascia
to conceal the top of the roller shade. Choices
include a painted flat fascia and a fabric wrapped
fascia. Both are available in a pivoting fascia
style, which has a face which pivots up and out
of the way, for easier access when required.

Stress-free setup

• QMotion shades are unbelievably easy to use.
Our shades can actually learn the height of
your window with one easy step. Once learned,
the shade will automatically generate preset
open positions. Just use your remote to adjust
to your preferred position, or manually adjust
to any height by pulling the bottom bar.
• An option to preprogram the raising and
lowering of the shades at preset times
throughout the day adds an even greater
level of simplicity - while helping to reduce
home energy consumption.
• With QMotion, it’s never been simpler to
take control over light and privacy.

Learn more today at QMotionShades.com

